
G
estation in mares

is roughly esti-

mated at about

340 days, but this figure is

just an average to be used

as a guideline since mares

often foal as much as three

weeks earlier or later than

this. Mares are notoriously

unpredictable, and this is

why horse breeders often

try to figure out ways to

more accurately pinpoint

the time of foaling in order

to be present at the birth.

Peter Sheerin, DVM

(Nandi Veterinary Associ-

ates) at New Freedom,

Pennsylvania, says that

typically breeders figure an

estimated foaling date

using the mare’s last ovulation or breeding

date. This just gives a starting point, since

the mare could foal several weeks ahead of

the projected due date. “When examining

the mare for signs of impending foaling, the

things we look for include udder develop-

ment, and then as she gets closer to foaling

we generally see relaxation of the vulva,

waxing at the ends of the teats, and other

body changes,” he says. Muscles around the

tail head become soft, like Jello.  

“The wax that appears at the end of the

teats may be immediately prior to foaling or

a couple of days before. Generally when

you see wax, the mare should foal within

forty-eight hours, but not all mares read the

textbook. Some mares develop wax and

then it goes away, and it may come back

again in a week or two. These outliers keep

you guessing. Our first mare due to foal this

year had wax for about a week or two and

then it went away for a couple of weeks,

then she waxed again before she foaled. I

think she was the first mare that was due,

and she ended up being the 4th or 5th one to

foal. She kept us guessing, but by then we

had other mares in the barn we were also

watching so it wasn’t like we were only

watching one mare,” he says.

Mares having their first foals are some-

times harder to predict than the mares that

have had previous foals. “The maiden mare

may not build an udder as quickly as a mare

that has had foals before,” says Sheerin. A

maiden mare may suddenly bag up and foal,

without much warning. Some of these

mares may not even come to their milk until

after they foal.

“One thing many people do is test the

mammary secretions. These are water hard-

ness tests, evaluating the levels of calcium,

which will increase as the mare gets closer

to foaling. There are a couple commercial

test kits available. The directions are pretty

straightforward and you are looking for a

color change,” says Sheerin.

A small amount of milk is taken from a

teat, squeezed into a clean container, and

that secretion is applied to the test strip. The

strip will change colors when calcium

reaches a certain level. “When there is over

forty milligrams per deciliter of calcium

(which causes the strip to change color), the

mare is getting close to foaling,” he says.

“If you only have one mare and you don’t

want to spend weeks and weeks in the barn

watching her, this type of test can be useful.

The thing about these tests is that they are a

better negative predictor than a positive pre-

dictor. They are a more accurate predictor

of when she’s not going to foal than when

she is going to foal, but this is still helpful

information. I think these tests have greater

than 90% accuracy regarding when she is

not going to foal,” he explains. If the test is

negative you might have

confidence that she won’t

foal tonight. But if it says

she is ready to foal, it might

be within forty-eight hours

or more.  

“The best time to take

those samples is in the

evening. You get more con-

sistent results than if you

test the milk in the morn-

ing. You need to be careful

when taking the samples

because not all mares are at

ease with having someone

touching their udder,” he

says. It’s a good idea to

have the mare used to being

handled, and touching her

udder before she gets close

to foaling. Then if you do

have to milk out colostrum for the newborn

foal, if for some reason it is unable to nurse

her immediately, it won’t be a difficult task.

A big part of detecting when a mare might

foal is just knowing the mare and watching

her closely for any changes in behavior.

“For example, you may have a mare that

typically stands in the back corner of the

stall and eats her hay, and one night you no-

tice that she’s standing in a different part of

the stall. It may be something as simple as

this that will give you a clue that she’s not

following her usual trend. Horses are crea-

tures of habit. If you are only foaling out

one or two mares, they will generally be in

their usual stall, with a usual routine.” Any-

thing that the mare is doing differently, any

change in behavior should trigger suspicion

that she might be in early labor.  

“But this doesn’t hold true for mares that

came to a strange place to foal and haven’t

been in that stall very long. They may not

be comfortable in the new stall and their

habits may be a little harder to sort out,”

says Sheerin.  

Another clue can be the amount of ma-

nure the mare produces. Mares clean out

(defecate) a little more as they get close to

foaling or start early labor. “They may have

a lot of small manure piles instead of the

few large piles that they normally have,” he

explains.
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FACTORS THAT AFFECT GESTA-

TION LENGTH – “Mares usually carry

foals longer in the winter (for a January or

February foaling date) and have a shorter

gestation when foaling in late spring or

early summer. The age of the mare and

number of pregnancies may also make a dif-

ference,” says Sheerin.

Some mares tend to have longer gesta-

tions or shorter gestations than average.

“Most mares are fairly consistent from year

to year. If you know that your mare usually

goes about 335 days, she will generally be

within that time frame every year, if her

foaling time is about the same each year. If

you breed her each year in March and she

foals in February, she will be pretty consis-

tent. But if you end up missing her first

cycle or she starts getting later in the year,

and she is due to foal the end of April, her

gestation may be a little shorter than her

normal length because you are getting into

the seasonal effect,” he explains.

Regarding age, older mares tend to carry

foals a little longer than younger mares,

though a first foal tends to have shorter ges-

tation regardless of the age of the mare. For

instance, a twelve-year-old mare having her

first foal may foal earlier than an eight-year-

old mare having her fourth foal, but not al-

ways. The biggest factor is the mare’s own

pattern; most mares tend to follow the same

gestation length throughout their broodmare

career.  “If she foaled early in the past, she

will probably foal early again, if everything

was normal when she foaled early. The

same applies to a mare that goes longer than

usual,” says Sheerin.

Older mares that have had many foals

tend to have slightly longer gestation than

young mares, and this is because the uterus

may have more wear and tear from many

pregnancies. The level of nutrition passing

to the fetus via the placenta may be a little

more compromised than in a younger mare

with her first few foals. The foal from an

older mare may take a little longer to mature

and come to full term, due to nutritional fac-

tors.

Uterine health can also be a factor. “In a

mare that has changes such as fibrosis, or

decreased gland density, gestation goes

longer. The foal needs x amount of nutrition

to develop and is getting a decreased

amount because the placenta does not have

adequate attachment to the uterine lining.

Thus it takes longer to reach the end point,”

he explains.

Mares that are nutritionally deprived or

mares that are overfed may also have abnor-

mal gestation lengths. “These are the ex-

tremes. An abused thin mare, or one that has

been sick and lost a lot of weight might

have a longer than normal gestation, for in-

stance,” he says.

“One thing a person can do to help a mare

have shorter gestation in the wintertime is

to put her under lights,” says Sheerin. This

simulates daylight hours becoming longer,

and the mare’s body and hormonal changes

think it’s getting closer to spring.” The ad-

ditional light needs to be added for approx-

imately 60 days to have much affect.

Another thing to keep in mind is that

mares on fescue pastures may have a longer

gestation, and they also won’t give much

clue regarding when they are ready to foal

because they don’t develop an udder. “The

other thing you worry about with fescue is

red bag foaling (placenta detaching too

early and coming through the birth canal

ahead of the foal) and dystocia.” It makes it

harder to predict when the mare is going to

foal, and her foal may be at risk if she foals

when you aren’t there to give assistance.

Wax on the mare’s teats

LENGTH OF LABOR MAY BE AFFECTED IF THE FOAL IS BREECH –  If the foal

is coming backward, with hind feet forward in a sitting position (coming rump-first),

the mare may not progress to active labor and you may lose the foal if you are not watch-

ing closely. “Those mares won’t go through the typical progression of labor.  The thing

that triggers active straining is when some part of the foal starts through the cervix,”

explains Sheerin.

If the foal’s rump is pressed against the cervix and no feet start through it, the mare

won’t start straining and you might think she’s still just in very early labor. “She might

act uncomfortable or a little colicky. She may get up and down a lot, but she won’t go

through all the normal steps of a mare in labor,” he says.

Early labor just drags on and on, and if you don’t check the mare and discover the

problem, the foal will eventually die because he cannot be born and the placenta starts

detaching. This is another reason to know the mare and her foaling habits. If she gener-

ally has a very fast and easy foaling and this time she seems to be putting it off too long,

you should suspect there might be a problem.
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